ABSTRACT This paper addresses the resource allocation problem for small cells in the two-tier heterogeneous networks (HetNets) with non-independent resource blocks (RBs) usability, which is prevalent in HetNets application. To formulate the correlations of different RBs to facilitate the resource allocation, a normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI)-based coefficient is proposed, which is easy to compute and adapt based on the historical information about RBs usability. To obtain a fast allocation solution, a twostage stable matching-based dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm (TSSM) is proposed, which takes both network throughput and user performance as optimization metrics. Specifically, through robust preferable stable matching in the first stage and the iterative matchings with NPMI-based coefficient as the preference profiles in the second stage, the efficient matching solution can be obtained with low complexity and thus is well adapted to the requirement of the resource allocation in HetNets. The validity of the proposed coefficient in modeling the relevance of RBs usability and the benefit of its usage in the allocation algorithm is verified with typical spectrum usability related data. The extensive simulation results on various spectrum environment show the average probability of no RB to use following the proposed TSSM are reduced by more than 13.2%, and the robust requirement for users can be guaranteed better at the same time. Furthermore, the accumulated throughput of all users in the network increases by more than 19.4% on an average under different RBs usability environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
With continuous increase of new applications and users, the wireless data traffic has been witnessed an explosive growth. According to Cisco, the mobile data traffic will increase for about seven-fold between 2017 and 2022, and the monthly global mobile data traffic will increase from 11.5 exabytes at the end of 2017 to 77 exabytes in 2022 [1] . The explosive traffic growth has posed a surging demand on spectrum, while exploitation of new band, i.e., millimeterwave band, facing many challenges such as pathloss, coverage and complexity of equipment, has not kept up with the demand. According to a study from Europe, the required spectrum of 5G could be reduced from 76GHz with exclusive occupancy to 19GHz with spectrum sharing [2] .
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Consequently, dynamic spectrum sharing (DSS), either in the new explored band or in the spectrum already in use, is probably the more effective and fundamental approach to alleviate the spectrum scarcity problem [3] . Multi-tier dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets), capable of executing more efficient spectrum sharing by deploying small cells, i.e., picocells and femtocells in the same domain of macrocells, have becoming one of the main features and trends of 5G and beyond wireless network [4] . A large number of users with various types exploit the same spectrum to fulfill their performance requirement, and no insufferable interference to macrocells (usually primary licensed networks) is allowed from small cells. Thus, the resource allocation and interference management for small cell user equipments (SUEs) is one of the fundamental challenges in HetNets.
Since the spectrum environment is changeful and unpredictable for small cells, it is essential to provide allocation solutions with low complexity. The spectrum allocation problem for a large number of cells were modeled in [5] , [6] and exponential number of variables were found to be optimized for the integer programming problem. Consequently, it is challenging to solve the problem with traditional optimization methods [7] . A cycle auction algorithm was proposed in [8] for pairing of users and base stations to improve spectrum efficiency in HetNets. In [9] , the randomized rounding algorithm was adopted to obtain the close-to-optimal solution for the spectrum allocation of SUEs. An iterative algorithm based on the decomposition theory is proposed in [10] for the power allocation problem in HetNets. Recently, the stable matching theory [11] had been incorporated in resource allocation of wireless networks and attracted much attention since it could provide nearly real-time allocation solution with approving user performance [12] , [13] . In [14] , stable matching was adopted for user selection in the joint optimization of sensing duration, user selection and power allocation of cognitive orthogonal frequency division multiplexing non-orthogonal multiple access (OFDM-NOMA) networks. In [15] , a manyto-one matching with peer effects was formulated and a distributed algorithm was proposed, which coverage to a Nash-stable matching. In [16] a pricing-based stable matching algorithm was proposed for the joint power allocation and mobile relay selection problem in vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication. For the resource allocation of the underlay transmitters in HetNets, the stable matching was used in [17] to provide a distributed solution. In [18] , the stable matching model was modified to provide a minimum requirement guarantee in the spectrum allocation. All aforementioned literature assumed that the usability of resource blocks (RBs) for SUEs were independent with each other in HetNets. However, many actual spectrum measurements have demonstrated the correlation in the spectrum occupancy of users already in use, and the relevance on temporal, spectral and spatial domains had been observed and analyzed in [19] - [21] . Different from the existing work, we are aimed at the investigation of the efficient RBs allocating scheme with low complexity and multiple metrics such as robustness and throughput, which will be more applicable in the unreliable and correlated spectrum usability environment of HetNets.
In this paper, we address the spectrum allocation problem for small cells in the two-tier (macro tier and underlay tier) HetNets. The basic target is to optimize the spectrum reuse of small cells for better performance of SUEs based on the historical usability information of the RBs. As there may be many unreliable and non-independent RBs to access, we firstly propose a normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) based coefficient to model the correlation of different RBs. Then, a two-stage stable matching based dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm (TSSM) is proposed to generate desired allocation solution with low complexity. In the first stage of TSSM, usable probability and throughput are taken as preference profiles by SUEs and RBs. In the second stage, iterative stable matchings are executed to optimize RBs allocation with NPMI based correlation coefficient and throughput as the preference profiles. Through the two-stage scheme, the robustness, spectrum correlations and throughput are all taken into consideration, which conjunctly boosts the spectrum exploitation of small cells.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• The NPMI based correlation coefficient is proposed to formulate the relevance of different RBs, following which the coefficient is easy to compute based on the historical spectrum usability information and adopt in the resource allocation. Simulation results demonstrate the validity of the proposed coefficient in modeling the relevance of RBs usability as well as the benefit of its usage in the allocation algorithm.
• A two-stage stable matching based spectrum allocation algorithm is proposed, in which both network throughput and user performance are taken as optimization metrics. Through robust preferable stable matching and the followed iterative matchings with NPMI based coefficient as the preference profiles, the algorithm can provide efficient allocation solutions with low complexity and thus well accommodates to the requirement of the resource allocation in HetNets.
• Extensive simulation results with various RBs usability are presented. The validity of the proposed coefficient in modeling the relevance of RBs usability as well as the benefit of its usage in the allocation algorithm are validated. The average probability of no RB to use for SUEs following the proposed TSSM are reduced at least 13.2%, and the robust requirement for users can be guaranteed better at the same time. Furthermore, the accumulated throughput of all users in the network increases at least 19.4% in average under different RBs usability environment. Compared with the existing work, the peculiarities of the proposed scheme lie in three aspects. Firstly, we address the allocation of RBs with correlated availability, which is prevalent in HetNets and has not been addressed in the existing work. Secondly, the throughput and robustness of the allocation are jointly optimized through the two-stage matching. Thirdly, the robustness requirements of SUEs in the spectrum allocation are satisfied through the allocation of upper bounded numbers of RBs, which has not been found in the existing work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described. The spectrum correlation and the corresponding coefficient is presented in Section III. The TSSM algorithm is designed in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in Section V, followed by a brief conclusion in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
As shown in Fig.1 , we consider a transmission scenario of a two-tier heterogeneous network, which consists of several VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Network and spectrum usage model of a heterogeneous network.
macro base stations (MBSs) with macro user equipments (MUEs), and several small base stations (SBSs) with SUEs. The MBSs and MUEs are in the macro tier with licensed spectrum, and the SBSs with SUEs are in the underlay tier. As the resource allocation unit, an MBS and one of its served MUE is referred as one MUE in the following. Similarly, a SBS and one of its served SUEs is taken as one SUE as the resource allocation unit, set of which is denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N }.
Both macro tier and the underlay tier use the common set of orthogonal RBs, denoted by M = {1, 2, . . . , M }. One MUE can occupy one or several RBs at the same time as the result of the diversity of licensed networks, while a SUE can access only one RB at the same time. MUEs are with preference in spectrum usage and SUEs can only access RBs when no MUEs are using them, i.e., insufferable interference should not be caused from SUEs to MUEs. There is a spectrum service utility (SSU) in the domain to ensure reasonable and efficient secondary usage of RBs. No changes or collaborations from MBSs and MUEs is assumed. The small cell system, including SSU, SBSs, SUEs, and any other utilities for usable RBs detection, should observe the spectrum occupancy in macro tier to determine the RBs usage scheme. The collection and procession of RBs related information can be executed by SSU and SUEs with the assistance of the spectrum database such as the radio environment map (REM) [22] . We only focus on the RBs allocation for small cells, while details of RBs access protocols as well as the spectrum mobility schemes are not in the scope of this paper.
This network model is consistent with that suggested in the U.S. President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) report [23] , and it is also applicable with little simplification to that proposed in the Licensed Spectrum Access (LSA) scheme [24] .
B. SPECTRUM ALLOCATION AND RBs USAGE OF SUEs
The underlay network follows a slotted working sequence and the SSU execute the spectrum allocation at the start of each slot or every few slots. The usable probability of RB m ∈ M for SUE n ∈ N is denoted by p m n (0 ≤ p m n ≤ 1), which is determined by the spectrum occupancy of adjacent MUEs and the relative distance from SUE n to the occupying MUE of the RB. The data rate of user n ∈ N on RB m ∈ M is denoted by c m n , which is the function of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), transmission distance, and transmission power of the user. The specific values of p m n and c m n can be estimated or computed by SSU given the network topology and MUEs spectrum occupancy information. It should be noted that the power allocation counts much for the performance of SUEs. There have been many literature on the optimization of power allocation and the combined optimization of power allocation with spectrum allocation [25] , [26] . In this study, we focus on the spectrum allocation problem, while the power allocation presents as one influencing factor in the computation of the data rates for SUEs. The equal allocation scheme, fixed allocation scheme, or any other more complex allocation scheme can be adopted [27] , [17] . The problem of joint optimization of spectrum and power allocation will be addressed in our future study.
As the access ability of SUEs may cover a large spectrum range, a SUE can turn to another RB with low overhead and little performance degradation on the condition of its using RB being withdrawn by the licensed MUE if multiple RBs are allocated to the SUE. Consequently, it is reasonable and preferable to allocate multiple RBs to each SUE in the spectrum allocation. With non-independent usable RBs, it is essential to investigate their correlations.
III. CORRELATION OF RBs USABILITY AND THE PROPOSED COEFFICIENT
A large amount of measurement result has demonstrated the correlation of the RBs usability for underlay users [28] , [29] . In the spectrum sharing of the investigated HetNets, it is probably that multiple RBs are allocated to one SUE to enhance the SUEs performance as well as the spectrum efficiency, so it necessary to investigate the correlation of the RBs usability for SUEs. The spectrum data collection and analysis has been a hot issue for its essentiality to spectrum sharing. For RB usability estimation of underlay users, either spectrum sensing or spectrum database system such as radio environment map (REM) can provide the necessary spectrum data.
In a time slot, let the usability of RB m ∈ M for SUE n ∈ N be x m n (x m n ∈ {0, 1}), where x m n = 1 represents the usable state and 
in which the RB usable indicator x 1 , x 2 ∈ {0, 1}, and r
are independent. In the dynamic spectrum allocation procedure, the value of NPMI can either be computed based on the historical spectrum data stored in the REM or estimated with low complexity based on the online sensing result of SUEs. 
respectively. With the same rule in the future, allocating RBs m 1 and m 2 to user n will result in a 100% usable RBs probability, while m 1 and m 5 can only obtain a probability 60%. The simple example indicates that the proposed NPMI coefficient can model the correlation well and serve as a preferable metric in the spectrum allocation.
There are many discovery schemes for patterns similar with NPMI in the literature [30] , [31] . So, we do not probe into the details of the computation of NPMI and focus on its application in the spectrum allocation.
IV. PROPOSED SPECTRUM ALLOCATION SCHEME A. MOTIVATION
The main target of spectrum allocation problem for underlay SUEs in HetNets is allocating RBs effectively to obtain desired performance. In the HetNets with dynamic spectrum occupancy, the RBs usability for SUEs may be highly variable, while rules such as occupancy distribution, occupancy length, and correlation of occupancy, are probably hidden in the variation. Consequently, it's desirable to find efficient allocation solution with low complexity based on the statistical information about the RBs usability in history. To this end, the proposed TSSM algorithm takes advantages of stable matching framework and optimizes the allocation with rules derived from the historical RBs information.
B. TARGET UTILITY AND THE MATCHING MODEL
In the dynamic RBs usability environment, the main objective of TSSM is to maximize the accumulative throughput of all SUEs for interest of network design, while bigger RBs usability probability is the other concerned metric for better performance experience to SUEs. Given the SUEs set N, candidate RBs set M, distribution of MUEs and SUEs in the domain, as well as the historical RBs occupancy data of MUEs, the allocator SSU can compute the essential parameters during the allocation.
Let P = (p m n ) N ×M be the usability probability matrix of all candidate RBs, C = {c m n } represent the achievable throughput matrix, and R = {r m 1 ,m 2 n } stand for the usability coefficient matrix. The SUEs in N and RBs in M are the two sides of the matching. As the usable probability and throughput of different RBs may be different for SUE, it is preferable to allocate more robust RB with bigger throughput to SUE to improve network throughput. Furthermore, usability coefficients of different RBs are influential in the multiple RBs allocation. So, the preference profiles of SUEs includes the usable probability and usability coefficients, and the achievable throughput is adopted by the RBs.
Then we formally define the RBs matching used in TSSM as follows.
Definition 1 (RBs Matching): Given the set of N and M, a RBs matching is a mapping
in which |f (·)| denotes the cardinality of matching outcome f (·), (a) constraints that one RB can only be allocated to at most one SUE, and (b) represents that maximal matched RBs number for a SUE is a given parameter σ . The definition implies that RBs matching is a one-to-many matching in stable matching theory. The matching result is denoted by a matrix = (θ n,m ) N ×M , where θ n,m = 1 denotes that RB m is allocated to SUE n.
For a SUE n, the usability probability p m n of a RB m may vary from 0 to 1. It is not necessary to allocate other RBs if p m n = 1. Otherwise, it will be beneficial to allocate more RBs to the SUE. To handle this condition, we add a robustness parameter η. If the colligated usability probability of the allocated RBs for a user is equal to or bigger than η, no more RBs is needed to be allocated to it. η can also be regarded as a best-effort robustness guarantee in the matching. From the point of view of SUEs, we define a satisfaction condition for VOLUME 7, 2019 a SUE n as
which indicates that a SUE will be satisfactory if the colligated usable probability of all the allocated RBs reaches η or the number of its matched RBs achieves the threshold σ . This assignment takes both single SUE performance and fairness among different SUEs into consideration.
C. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
The main principle of the proposed algorithm is to maximize the accumulated throughput in the network, while the robustness of the allocation is ensured through the assignment of multiple RBs to each SUE with correlation evaluation.
To obtain the desired matching between SUEs and RBs, the RBs allocation matching is divided into two stages. The aim of the first stage is to allocate each SUE with one RB to take account of throughput, robustness as well as fairness. If there are still unsatisfied SUEs and unallocated RBs, the second stage matching is executed to allocate more RBs to these SUEs. The whole throughput of networks as well as fairness will benefit from the two-stage design. The procedure of the first stage, referred as one stage stable matching (OSSM) for designating convenience, is presented in Algorithm 1. During OSSM, the preference list of underlay user n ∈ N over candidate RBs is defined as sequenced RBs with descending order on usability probability, i.e., for all d = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. We denote by m 1 n m 2 that SUE n prefers RB m 1 to m 2 in the matching, and n 1 m n 2 that RB m prefers n 1 to n 2 . Inspired by the deferred acceptance procedure proposed in the pioneering work of Gale and Shapley in [11] , the matching procedure of OSSM, line 2 to 21, consists mainly with the proposal of SUEs and the deferred acceptance of RBs. Matching iterations will be conducted until the unmatched user set N un = ∅. In each iteration, every user n ∈ N un firstly proposes to its most preferred RB in its current un-proposed RBs list W un n . Then the proposed RB selects its most preferred proposal and defers others. As a SUE may only propose each RB one time and at least one RB and SUE can be matched at each iteration, the algorithm may coverage quickly.
The overall stable matching based spectrum allocation process is presented in Algorithm 2, input of which includes history RBs usability Data DB, network related parameters N, M, C, W n , L m , and performance related parameters η, and σ .
After initialization, TSSM uses OSSM to obtain matching result of the first stage, as well as the unallocated RBs set M, and the unsatisfied user set N. While the two sets are not for each m with proposals 10:
let n * be its most preferred proposal 11:
if n * has been matched to m , i.e., θ n * ,m = 1 12:
if m n * m 13:
set θ n * ,m = 1, remove n * from N un 14: set θ n * ,m = 0, take m into N un . for all k = 1, 2, . . . , M − 1. And the preference list L m is still generated according to the descending order of throughput as that in OSSM. After each iteration, the unsatisfied SUEs set and unallocated RBs set are updated until either one turn to empty.
D. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The stability of OSSM is easy to be proved. And since TSSM is one OSSM with iterative executions of OSSM, TSSM is also stable.
As to the complexity, computation of the usable probability matrix and the coefficient matrix can be done off-line or on-line with little time consumption. The complexity to build the preference profiles using any standard sorting algorithm is O(N log N ) + O(M log M ) for each iteration of OSSM. Since we focus on the condition that the numbers of RBs are more than SUEs, the complexity can be simplified to O(M log M ). Furthermore, at most NM iterations are needed for each OSSM, and TSSM includes no more than NM + 1 execution of OSSM. Then the complexity of TSSM can be given by O(N 2 M 2 ) + O(NM 2 log M ). Note that this is the upper bound of the complexity, and the actual execution of TSSM can be must faster.
Since the spectrum environment, i.e., usability and relationship of RBs, topology and traffic demand of the SUEs network, are variable, the repetitive executions of the spectrum allocation algorithm are necessary to accommodate to the new input. The interval between two successive executions should be optimized based on the rate of changes of the spectrum environment as well as the complexity of the allocation algorithm. The low-complexity feature of the proposed algorithm is conducive to the timelier generation and renovation of resource allocation scheme for efficient spectrum utilization.
V. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

A. SIMULATION SETUP
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we consider the HetNets with MUEs and SUEs randomly located in the same 1000m × 1000m domain. The size of the RBs sets are variable, and MUEs randomly occupy 8 RBs if they are active, with an active probability λ for each MUE. The protection radius is 300m, and the SUEs outside the protection range of the active MUEs can use the corresponding RBs. For generalization, the throughput on one RB for each SUE is randomly chosen in [2Mbps, 15Mbps], while other details such as the transmission power, the pass loss exponent and the specific working spectrum band are not probed into.
We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the matching strategies of most robust matching as well as biggest throughput matching in typical HetNets scenarios. The two counterparts prefer the RB with biggest usability probability and biggest throughput in the matching, respectively. The concerned metrics in the simulation are accumulated throughput in the network and the average probability of no RB to use for SUE, denoted by without RB probability.
All the following simulation results are the average of 200 randomly generated topologies for each scenario assignment.
B. PERFORMANCE OF OSSM
The performance of OSSM are compared with the two counterparts, with the RBs usability data generated from variable MUEs occupancy in 2000 slots. Firstly, we set the MUEs occupancy probability to λ = 0.5 and compare the obtained throughput of the three algorithms with variable numbers of RBs in 5000 slots. The results in Fig.3 show that the obtained throughputs all increase with the number of RBs. OSSM always outperforms the two counterparts, with 14.70% and 27.6% increment in average compared with most robust matching and biggest throughput matching, respectively. Then we set the number of SUEs to N = 75 and evaluate the performance under different MUEs occupancy probability λ. It can be seen from the results in Fig.4 that the obtained throughputs decrease with the increasing of λ, and OSSM averagely outperforms the other algorithms by 10.2% and 23.1%. VOLUME 7, 2019 This demonstrates that in the dynamic RBs usable environment, it is not necessarily best to allocate the most robust RB or that with largest throughput to SUE, and the stable matching procedure of OSSM evidently improves the overall network throughput through more reasonably matching of resource and the SUEs.
C. RBs CORRELATION AND PERFORMANCE OF TSSM
To evaluate the adaptability of the proposed coefficients for various RBs correlations scenarios, we set number of RBs M = 65, which are licensed to 25 MUEs in the HetNets. The active probability of each MUE is λ = 0.8 and 8 successive RBs with randomly starting index will be occupied if a MUE is active. The RBs usability under a randomly generated topology for SUEs is generated for 1×10 4 slots and correlation coefficients are computed based on this history information. The variation of the coefficients for RB 15, RB 35 and RB 55 with other RBs are presented in Fig. 5 . It can be observed from the figure that the coefficients with neighboring RBs are clearly bigger than that of other ones. Furthermore, the range of RBs with nonnegative coefficients for an RB covers twice as the number of RBs a MUE occupies at the same time. This is coincident with the real relevance of the RBs usability, i.e., neighboring 8 RBs have bigger possibility to be occupied by some MUE. This demonstrates that the proposed NPMI coefficient can well model the relevance of RBs usability, and thus can be beneficial in the optimization of resource allocation in HetNets.
Then we evaluate the performance of TSSM with the similar ruled RBs usability data as historical information. The parameters of TSSM are set to η = 0.9, and σ = 3. For equal comparison in the following simulation, the counterpart most robust matching can also allocate multiple RBs to each SUE with the same parameters constraints of η and σ . OSSM is also taken into comparison to evaluate the validity and performance promotion of multiple iteration matching in TSSM.
Firstly, the MUEs occupancy probability is fixed to λ = 0.8, and Fig. 6 presents the comparison of Without RB FIGURE 6. Without RB probability for different numbers of RBs M.
probability for different number of RBs. It can be observed that notable improvement has been obtained on the average probability of no RB to use for SUE through the multiple RBs allocation for TSSM and most robust matching compared with OSSM. TSSM always performs better than most robust matching, with an averaged decrease of 19.4%. Furthermore, the robustness threshold η = 0.9 can be guaranteed when M ≥ 50, which is also better than that of the counterparts.
The obtained throughput under the same assignment is presented in Fig.7 . It can be seen from the results that OSSM outperforms most robust matching with M ≤ 30 and the latter performs better with more numbers of RBs. TSSM always performs better than the other two algorithms and the average promotion is 16.0% compared with most robust matching. This demonstrates that TSSM not only takes the benefits of multiple RBs assignment, but also promotes the network throughput remarkably through the matching design as well as usage of the coefficients.
Then the number of RBs is fixed to M = 65 and we compare the algorithms with variable MUEs occupancy probability. The result of Without RB probability is presented in Fig. 8 . It can be observed that the metric increases with more active MUEs, which means less RBs opportunity for SUEs. Compared with OSSM, both most robust matching and TSSM have a large improvement, while the latter one has a 28.5% decrease than the former in average. The Without RB probabilities of SUEs following TSSM are always below the threshold for λ ≤ 0.7, while the threshold can only be satisfied when λ ≤ 0.55 for most robust matching. The comparison of accumulative throughputs of all SUEs is presented in Fig.9 . The generated throughputs of TSSM exceed a lot compared with OSSM and most robust matching with averaged increments of 30.0% and 13.2%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed the dynamic spectrum allocation problem under non-independent RBs usability environment, which was prevalent in real HetNets application scenarios. A correlation coefficient based on NPMI was proposed, which was easy to compute and adopt in the resource allocation. A two-stage stable matching based dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm was proposed, in which throughput, fairness, as well as user performance were all taken into consideration. Extensive simulation results demonstrated the validity of the proposed model and algorithm. The average probability of no RB to use for SUEs following the proposed TSSM are reduced by more than 13.2%, and the robust threshold for SUEs can be guaranteed better. The accumulated throughput of all SUEs in the network increases by more than 19.4% in average under different RBs usability environment.
